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About This Content

Face up to the toil, struggle, pain, strife and hardships of leadership in the latest expansion for Crusader Kings II.

Developed by award winning Paradox Development Studios. The latest iteration to the franchise follows in the proud tradition
of introducing defining new game elements to the narrative.

Crusader Kings II: Way of Life allows you to live life the way you like, be it as a peaceful mystic, a family man or a master of
war. Each chosen focus will tell a different tale and presents an opportunity to forge your path to success by setting your focus

and shaping the destiny of your empire.

Main features:

Set a Focus (a "way of life") for your character to give them an immediate skill boost, develop their abilities and
determine the kind of events and decisions they tend to get (there are ten of these focuses: Rulership, Business, Hunting,
War, Family, Carousing, Seduction, Intrigue, Scholarship and Theology.)

Hundreds of new events and 20 new images.

Many new diplomatic interactions (Duel, Seduce, Banish to Monastery, Break up with Lover, etc).
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What this game is:

Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme is a light-hearted story about a science experiment gone wrong that transforms several
people into the opposite sex. It also covers the consequences and aftermath of the accident in several of the newer characters.

Pros:

1. Funny, witty, silly, and occaisionally hits the mark on the emotional or profound.
2. Likeable characters
3. A soundtrack that grows on you after a while and is well utilitized during Dan's story

Cons:

1. Typos in the text. After 12 characters and multiple releases, this shouldn't be happening. Especially in the older content.
2. Incorrect name plates for characters involved in their own storylines and appearing in stories prior to their own. I'd really like
to see this get fixed on account that it's distracting and a spoiler.
3. Character selection is not grouped or organized by plot timeline. While it's nice to be able to pick any character that looks
interesting, there's a definite order for them to be played in for the plot to make sense. At the very least the loading screen
should start up on Dina or Lynn since either of them play out the baseline story.

Conclusion:

GBDNATE is a fun little bit of entertainment. It doesn't try to dive into the deep emotional and physical hardships transpeople
experience everyday. At the same time it doesn't minimize them either. It simply does two things- It tries to answer the question
what if this happened. And conveys the simple message that identity, gender or otherwise, is a part of a person's mind and heart-
not their body.. overall is good, but need more tools like body slide, more hairstyle or hair custom, and need to fix input text.. I
want to like this game! But there are a few things that make it unplayable for me.

The BAD; The worst thing for me is that when you save and exit the game the map is erased. You have your stuff and damage
as well but the islands on the map you were on are gone! This a deal breaker for me. When I have to stop playing and do
something and come back to pick up where I left off.....You can't. That is stupid and not a feature. I don't care what the devs
think.

The GOOD: Graphics are simple but the sea looks good. Most machines should be able to play this. I rather like it. The game
play is very simple and there is a lot of room to add later to spice things up.

I do like the game but the inability to save the game SUX and should be told up front!. Words cannot describe how much I
wanted to like My Own Little Planet. The art is fantastic, the character designs are great, and the soundtrack is top-notch. Taken
together, the game succeeds in producing the creepy, yet aesthetically appealing atmosphere it seeks to create. However, what
matters most in a video game is the gameplay, and that's where My Own Little Planet suffers. Greatly.

Creating an action platformer sans attack button is not necessarily a deal-breaker, but when your defenseless character's only
means of survival is to run and jump a foot off of the ground, the fun factor diminishes by several orders of magnitude. This is
compounded by a complete lack of power-ups and usable items. The game's most significant shortcoming, however, is the level
design.

Unlike most platformers, My Own Little Planet places the player in numerous situations that he\/she cannot possibly react to in
time. Put another way, the game relies on repeated attempts to complete most levels. This essentially requires the player to
memorize each level's layout, as well as the locations of traps and monsters, rather than hone his\/her skills to address them. This
shortcoming is most evident during the giant moth "battle" in stage 5. The player is given no warnings as to where the moth will
appear, effectively forcing him\/her to replay the long, arduous level over and over again. Such gameplay is not skill-based and
is definitely not fun.
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I admire the vision you had for this game, Mr. Parise, but I cannot honestly recommend it to anyone at this point in its
development. That said, I think a patch rectifying some or all of the shortcomings I addressed could make My Own Little Planet
a memorable game worth playing over and over again.. Nice with friends. Give it a shot.. Easy point and click game to spend a
couple of hours in it. Beatiful graphics, easy puzzles. It won't take too much to finish but it also has achievements to make it
more challenging. Includes trading cards.. Good wallpaper and background. The game is honestly the simplest game ever.
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Cousin Okri thought Bardin's sweaty grey shirt was a bit umgak so he sent him some fashionable and practical armour. This is
one of the best and most underrated shoot'em-ups on Steam.
Soundtrack is REALLY good. Intro song alone makes it worth it.
It's not easy (unless you pick Easy difficulty), but not really hard either. After you complete the game on Normal\/Hard, true fun
begins, you have a chance to try majority of weapons. Enemies are mostly the same, but existing ones get stronger. Get ready
for a challenge.. Was not very engaging, very easy and and content is lacking, for 6 NZD it's not worth. The best god-damn
party game Iv'e ever played

100% unbiased. It's not pretty, but it is 3D and it is complicated. Also, infinitely customizable. Want to build Death Stars?

You can. Want to build something bigger than god with just as many lasers? You can. Expect to be mired down in waiting for
your tech levels to advance to get that stuff built fast, but otherwise this game is fantastic.

Have I mentioned that it does everything semi-realistically. Like give you velocity, fuel, travel distance estimates and times? It's
detailed.

Also the tech tree is random and infinite as well, so get ready for some long games which will end with the guy who reached
'The Singularity' first steam-rolling everyone. But until that point it's anyone's game.

Worth your time only if you like games like Sins of a Solar Empire, but not as pretty, but with greater detail and
customizability.. Like trading games? Yeah I do too. Except this one's kinda generic and not that fun. I thought maybe you get a
lot of cool views based on screen shots, something a little new maybe? No not really. IF you need a generic trading simulation,
then buy it, if you already got like 10 or so like I do, then don't. Play Port Royale instead.

5 disappoints our of 10. Don't get me wrong. The gameplay is ok for a survival game like this, but after you figured out how to
deal with the game it's more like:
"Ok, let's get some more citizens ... oh no, food is missing. Let's produce some more... ok, now you don't have any clothes. Here
are some cotton fields. Oh wait, i don't have enough wood at the moment, because for some reason I need wood to build crop
fields" 10 minutes later "Ok, here are your cotton fields. Now I can build more houses, but first I need more wood" and so on.
So after a while it gets boring and annoying, because it is really only survival part, without being creative like in other survival
games, where you can build a city with individual houses for example.
If you still want to buy it, then keep in mind that this game is only good enough to fill up like 1 or 2 hours.. Wargame: Airland
Battle is easily the most detail-oriented, intricate RTS game I've played to date. The game excels in textures, dynamic
effects,unit diversity, and multiplayer options. Where it struggles in, however, is the learning curve. While the game, once
mastered becomes an absolute blast to play, it IS ruthless and unforgiving to new players. And expect to be a new player for a
while.

But if you can oversee the learning curve, there is nothing else that hampers this game. It is smart enough to automatically assign
the ideal graphic settings for your computer, intense enough to offer 10 vs. 10 player skirmishes on a variety of enormous maps,
and open enough to make almost every action on the battlefield your call.

In short, this game is a must-have for any RTS fans, hands down. If you aren't one, though, I strongly urge you to consider the
learning curve, as it the steepest in any game I've ever played.
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